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Summary
Aim
Understand how the long-term government response to the Covid-19 outbreak can be
optimised using mathematical methods commonly used in chemical engineering. Using a
discrete model predictive controller, it is possible to come up with an optimal government
response to the covid-19 outbreak that does not overload the number ICU beds in Belgium
and satisfies a certain objective at the same time.

Methods
• Calibration of the social interaction parameter, β, during the initial onset of disease
spread. The model was fitted to the number of active cases during the exponential
phase of the Covid-19 outbreak in 6 European countries by means of a least-squares
algorithm. The obtained result represents the degree of social mixing in the absence
of government response and public awareness.
• Calibration of the social interaction parameter, β, to the number of active cases
over time in China and South Korea. The obtained result represents the degree of
social mixing when a government imposes a quarantine (China), or when extensive
screening for the disease in combination with mild social distancing is performed
(South Korea).
• The calibrated model is used to simulate several government responses and their
effect on the number of patients in ICU. Immunisation of the herd is discussed.
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• A methodology based on a model predictive controller is used to determine an optimal
government response under dynamic circumstances. We note that optimal is defined
in a way relative to current policy and subject to the criterion deemed optimal by
the user.

Key results
• The social interaction parameter β, in the absence of government response and general public awareness, was 0.266 ± 0.037. This result indicates that the speed with
which the virus spread throughout Europe was very similar. The social interaction
parameter β, in the presence of Chinese government action, was 0.011. The obtained
result indicates a 24-fold reduction in human-to-human contact during a quarantine.
The social interaction parameter β, in the presence of extensive South-Korean screening and case isolation, was 0.027. The obtained result indicates a 10-fold reduction
in human-to-infected contact when extensive screening is performed. Since the social
interaction parameter of China and Korea are similar, it is concluded that extensive screening and case isolation is an attractive alternative to a quarantine
given that the number of infected is sufficiently low to allow case tracking.
• Government measures taken on Monday 16/03/2020 have a large effect on the initial
virus spread. It is expected that the Belgian ICU capacity will not be surpassed
during the initial outbreak. If Belgian leadership had not responded to the outbreak,
the Belgian ICU capacity is estimated to have been surpassed by a factor 21.
• Abolishment of the Belgian government measures on 03/04/2020 will result in a large secondary outbreak of the virus. It is expected that the Belgian
ICU capacity will be surpassed by a factor of 18.
• Our simulations confirm that the peak of the outbreak under current Belgian government policy should fall in the beginning of April, given that the Belgian population
obeys government social restrictions.
• The optimal trajectory towards herd immunisation consists of alternating between
prolonged periods of screening and increased public awareness, and this can take up
to two years. Government measures should gradually become less strict over time
to ensure controlled immunisation of the herd. Added ICU capacity can speed up a
controlled group immunisation process.
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Prospects
• Our model does not distinguish between quarantining the whole population (susceptible, exposed, infected and immune alike) as is happening in China, and quarantining
only the infected through a more targeted approach like South Korea. The aim is
to include this distinction in our model at a later stage, given its importance for the
model predictive controller. It should be noted that simulating the effect of screening
is a difficult task because there are still a lot of unknowns in the equation.
• Future possibilities could include a calculation of how long quarantine measures
should last before screening techniques can be used to control the virus outbreak.
However, this will require more expert knowledge.
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Introduction

By now, covid-19 does not need a lot of introduction due to its global spreading. Epidemiological models exist to make predictions on how pandemics like covid-19 will evolve. This
comes, however, with a high degree of uncertainty, mainly because the data is scarce and
uncertain. This uncertainty can be quantified by performing an uncertainty analysis which
propagates sources of uncertainty through the model and yields an interval prediction instead of just one number. The next thing one can do is run different scenarios by adapting
the model input. This allows to simulate the impact of a measure taken, such as social
distancing or the like. Moreover, one then gets the question when these measures can be
released or relaxed again. We will treat all the above and demonstrate how a popular
control algorithm from chemical engineering can be applied to calculate dynamically the
optimal government measures sequence in order to meet certain constraints.
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Materials and methods
The extended SEIR-model
Model dynamics

The SEIR model (figure 1) was first proposed in 1929 by two Scottish scientists (Kermack
et al., 1927). It is a compartmental model that subdivides the human population in four
types of people : 1) healthy individuals susceptible to the disease, 2) exposed individuals,
i.e. people experiencing the incubation period, 3) infected individuals who are sick and 4)
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individuals removed from the population either through immunisation or death. Despite
being a simple and idealised reality, the SEIR model is used extensively to predict the
outbreak of infectious diseases and this was no different during the outbreak in China
earlier this year Wu et al. (2020); Li et al. (2020a). We explictly state that the SEIR
model is based on the assumption of homogeneous mixing of the population. Models
accouting for social heterogeneity (for instance mixing of different age groups) and for
spatial heterogeneity exist but require more computing power and data. For now, we stick
with the SEIR model because the genetic algorithm used for the optimisation of our model
predictive controller requires a lot of function evaluations and available data is scarce. An
overview of different modeling strategies can be found in the work of prof. Niel Hens (Hens
et al., 2012). We extended the SEIR model to model the disease spread with a higher
resolution. To this end, four degrees of sickness are distinguished: 1) supermild, people
who show little to no symptoms at all, 2) mild, people with noticable, mild symptoms,
3) heavy, people hospitalised but not in need of intensive care and 4) critical, people
hospitalised and in need of intensive care. The ’removed’ pool from the classical SEIR
model is explicitly split into an immune and dead pool. The dynamics of the clasic and
extended SEIR model are shown on the flowcharts below (figure 1). In this representation,
the red arrow represents infection. In the classic SEIR model an exposed person can infect
a susceptible person. In this work, the following assumptions were made with regard to
the disease dynamics,
1. All deaths come from intensive care units in hospitals, meaning only patients in the
’critical’ pool can die.
2. Supermild, mild and heavy cases automatically lead to immunity and in no case to
death. Patients in critical condition can survive and become immune.
3. Supermild, mild and exposed persons can infect susceptible persons.
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Figure 1: (left) classic SEIR model. (right) extended SEIR model used in
this work.

2.1.2

Mathematical treatment and simulation parameters

The dynamics of the system are mathematically formulated as follows,
dO
dt
dB
dt
dSM
dt
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= sm · B/γ − SM/dsm ,

(3)

= m · B/γ − M/dm ,

(4)

= z · B/γ − Z/dz ,

(5)

= h · B/γ − mh H/dhd − (1 − mh )H/dhi ,

(6)

=

SM
M
Z
+
+
+ (1 − mh ) · H/dhi ,
dsm
dm dz

(7)

= mh · H/dhd ,

(8)

= −mh · H/dhd .

(9)

where O stands for susceptible (dutch: onderhevig), B for exposed (dutch: besmet), SM
for supermild, M for mild, Z for heavy (dutch: zwaar), H for critical (dutch: hevig),
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I for immune, D for dead and T for the total population. The model parameters are:
sm, m, z, h: the chance of having a supermild, mild, heavy or critical infection. Based
on reported cases in China and travel data, Li et al. (2020b) estimated that 86 % of
coronavirus infections in the country were "undocumented" in the weeks before officials
instituted stringent quarantines. In this work it is assumed that 86 % of all infected cases
are supermild (asymptotic) and hence,
sm = 0.86.
Based on previously reported estimates of the distribution between mild, severe and critical
cases (Wu and McGoogan, 2020), it is then calculated that the chance of contrapting a
mild, severe and critical infection is,
m = (1 − 0.86) · 0.81 = 0.1133,
h = (1 − 0.86) · 0.14 = 0.0193,
z = (1 − 0.86) · 0.05 = 0.0066.
dsm , dm , dz : the number of symptomic days in case of a supermild, mild, heavy or critical
infection. dhd is the time from hospitalisation until death in case of a critical infection while
dhi is the recovery time for critical cases. Zhou et al. (2020) performed a retrospective study
on 191 hospital patients and determined that the time from illness onset to discharge or
death was 22.0 days (18.0-25.0, IQR) and 18.5 days (15.0-22.0, IQR) for survivors and
victims respectively. Using available preliminary data, the World Health Organisation
estimated the median time from onset to clinical recovery for mild cases to be approximately
2 weeks and to be 3-6 weeks for patients with severe or critical disease (WHO, 2020). Based
on this report, we assume a recovery time of three weeks for heavy infections. mh : the
mortality in case of a critical infection, which is roughly 50 % (Wu and McGoogan, 2020).
It is assumed that if the number of critical cases surpasses the total number of ICU beds,
the mortality is changed to the average between 0.49 and 1, with the fraction of patients
in critical condition receiving care as a weight. This is formulated mathematically in the
following way,




H − ICUmax
ICUmax
· 0.49 +
· 1.00 .
(10)
mh =
H {z
H {z
|
|
}
}
critical patient receives care

critical patient receives no care

γ: the incubation period in days. The incubation period is assumed to be Erlang distributed as reported by Li et al. (2020a). The average incubation time is 5.2 days. β:
degree of human-to-human interaction (referred to as social interaction parameter in this
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2.2 Uncertainty on model parameters

work). The extension of the SEIR (Susceptible - Exposed - Infected - Removed) model
was implemented in Python 3.

2.2

Uncertainty on model parameters

Four of the model parameters are assumed to be distributed: sm, dhd , dhi and γ. The
uncertainty on all parameters is propagated by means of a Monte-Carlo simulation. For all
simulations, 1000 sets of samples were drawn from the four distributions. By using more
than 500 samples, the obtained results did not vary in any way. In all figures, the average
values are shown toghether with their 10-90 percentiles shaded.

2.3

Data acquisition

The data used for the calibration of the social interaction parameter consisted of 1)
the number of active cases over time and 2) the number of deaths over time. The
data from China, Italy, France, Spain and Germany were gathered from https://www.
worldometers.info/coronavirus/. As data for Belgium is unavailable on the worldometer, data was gathered from the websites of local newspapers De Standaard and De Tijd.

2.4

Parameter estimation

Before implementing any form of control on the human-to-human interaction, it is necessary
to calibrate the social interaction parameter β using the available data. An upper- and
lower limit of this parameter is needed to bound the controller. Furthermore, to make sense
of the obtained results, the values of β must somehow be linked to the degree of government
response. The aim of such calibration is to find unique parameter values which lead to a
good agreement between the model predictions and the experimental data. This process
typically consists of minimizing the weighted sum of squared errors (WSSE) by the optimal
choice of β. The WSSE, often referred to as the objective function, J(β̂), is denoted as
follows,
J(β̂) =

ne
X

i2

h

Qi . y(tk ) − ŷ(tk , β) .

(11)

i=1

where ne is the total number of observations used during the parameter estimation, y(ti ) is
the ith datapoint and ŷ(ti ) is the corresponding model prediction. Typically, Qi is chosen
as the inverse of the measurement error variance 1/σi2 . But as no measurement errors were
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Table 1: Simulation parameters used in this study.

Model parameter
sm
m
z
h
dsm
dm
dz
dhd
dhi
mh
γ
β
T0

Value
N (0.86, 0.022 )
0.1133
0.0193
0.0066
14
14
21
N (18.5, 5.22 )
N (22.0, 5.22 )
0.49
Erlang distributed
to be determined
11.431.406

Unit
(−)
(−)
(−)
(−)
days-1
days-1
days-1
days-1
days-1
(−)
days
days
people

Reference
Li et al. (2020b)
Wu and McGoogan
Wu and McGoogan
Wu and McGoogan
WHO (2020)
WHO (2020)
WHO (2020)
Zhou et al. (2020)
Zhou et al. (2020)
Wu and McGoogan
Li et al. (2020a)

(2020)
(2020)
(2020)

(2020)

StatBel

available, Qi was set to 1 for every datapoint.
First, the number of heavy and critically sick people is fitted to the number of active cases
in 6 european countries from the beginning of data recording to Monday, March 16th 2020.
We thus make two important assumptions: 1) Nobody from the supermild category ends
up in the official numbers. 2) Because the number of available tests is low, infected only
receive an official test if they show severe symptoms. In other words, mild symptoms do
not end up in the offical numbers as well. During the calibration period, all countries were
experiencing the onset of the exponential phase and public awareness for the virus was low.
The obtained social interaction parameter β during this time is thus a good measure of
virus spread in the absence of government response and the absence of a sense-of-urgency
of the public.
Second, the social interaction parameter is fitted to number of active cases in China during the period 22/01/2020 untill 20/03/2020. This period encompasses the full Covid-19
outbreak (exponential phase and steady decline due to quarantine). The social interaction
parameter β obtained in this way is a good measure for virus spread in the presence of a
strict government response and large public awareness.
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2.5 Scenarios for Belgium

According to good modeling practice, a model validation would be needed. However, under
data scarcity, this is almost impossible. The best one can do is recalibrate the model when
new measurement data becomes available to make use of all accessible information.

2.5

Scenarios for Belgium

After obtaining an estimate of the upper- and lower bounds of β that can be linked directly
to government policy, several scenarios for the outbreak in Belgium are explored. The social
interaction parameter β will be further discretised in four levels of government interference.
This is done because continuous controller actions of β between βlower and βupper are difficult
to interpret and implement in practice.
• βupper : Results from the least-squares fit to the number of observed cases in 5 European countries during the initial virus outbreak. βlower corresponds to a business-asusual scenario in which: 1) the Belgian government takes no action to contain the
virus and 2) public awareness for the virus is low.
• β1 : As only containment data from China is available at the moment, these intermediate values are arbitrary. For now, β1 is assumed to correspond to faint measures to
prevent virus spread. Such situation could correspond with the cancellation of mass
events.
• β2 : Is assumed to correspond to a state of heightened alertness in which strong
measures are taken to prevent virus spread. Such situation could correspond with
the cancellation of mass events, closure of bars, restaurants and schools.
• βlower : Results from the least-squares fit to the number of observed cases in China
and South Korea. βlower corresponds to a quarantine situation (China) or a situation
of itensive disease screening and case isolation (South Korea).
The goal is to further discretise or update the meaning of these intermediate values of β
as more data becomes available from other European countries.

2.6

Model predictive controller

Next, the time course of social measures (β over time) is optimised using a model predictive
controller. Model predictive control is a group of algorithms developed as of the 1970s,
specifically for discrete control in the process industry. The elegance of the technique is
that it is simple and intuitive. The principle is shown in figure 2. The idea is to bring
9
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the true system state (predicteded future output) in line with the setpoint (target). This
is achieved based on past control inputs and the "optimal" predicted control input over a
prediction horizon. This sequence is found by solving an optimization problem in which a
cost function is minimized. The cost function is typically a sum of quadratic terms that
punishes for deviation of setpoints and excess control action. Given that each time step a
new measured data point becomes available, only the first control action is implemented
and the procedure is repeated on every time interval. This approach accounts for uncertainties in the model structure which are always present as perfect models do not exist.
The beauty is that the technique is easily scalable to multiple outputs, all with their own
setpoints that can be optimized simultaneously.
The model predictive control algorithm used in this work minimizes a weighted sum of
squared errors with two setpoints over the prediction horizon. The first setpoint is the
number of patients in need of IC (Heavy infections) and is set to the maximum capacity of
1900. This number is easily updated as more IC capacity becomes available. The hospital
capacity should in theory be maximally used to expose as much people to the virus as
possible to ensure a quick and controlled immunisation of the herd1 . In this work, we
use this criterion to illustrate the general idea of using controllers for viral spread control.
However, the criterion can easily be extended to account for economic and sociological
costs. The second setpoint is the number of immunised people, which is set to the total
Belgian population. The weights determine the relative importance of each setpoint in the
optimisation. For instance, a higher weight for the speed of immunisation will result in
more ICU capacity overshoots. Mathematically, a series of piecewise policies is chosen over
the control horizon so that the following function is minimised over the prediction horizon.
Minimisation is performed by using a genetic algorithm (global method) and polishing of
the obtained result is performed using the Nelder Mead simplex method (local method).
~ = wH
J(β)

PX
−1

PX
−1

i=0

i=0

~ − ICUmax )2 + wI
(H

1

(I~ − T~ )2

(12)

We note that such strategy does not account for health workers getting infected by the virus, amongst
many other important economic and sociologic considerations.
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Figure 2: Basic concept of model predictive control. Copied from Seborg
et al. (2016)

3
3.1
3.1.1

Results
Calibration of the social interaction parameter (β)
European countries experiencing exponential phase of outbreak

The average value of the social interaction parameter β was determined by a least-squares
fit to the number of reported cases over time in 5 European countries. The average value
of the social interaction parameter β in the absence of government response and general
public awareness is β̂ = 0.266 ± 0.037. The obtained estimates for all countries, including
Belgium, are similar and the observed spread is low. Figure 3 is included to indicate the
degree with which the model matches the disease spread in Belgium over the observed
period. The fit for all other European countries is given in figure 4.

3.1.2

China

The obtained estimate for the social interaction parameter β in the presence of a quarantine
is,
β̂ = 0.011.
(13)
Figure 5 is included to indicate the degree with which the model matches the disease spread
in China over the observed period. The obtained results indicate a 24-fold reduction in
11
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Table 2: Computed value of the social interaction parameter β for different
European countries during the onset of the Covid-19 outbreak.

Country
Italy
France
Spain
Germany
Belgium
Average

β̂
0.235
0.266
0.335
0.263
0.244
0.266 ± 0.037

Figure 3: Number of active cases and number of deaths in five European
countries. Markers indicate observed data while dashed lines indicate our
model fit. Uncertainty is provided as the 10-90 percentile of 1000 MonteCarlo simulations. The estimated value of the social interaction parameter,
β̂, and estimated number of exposed people in Belgium on 20/02/2020 (B0 )
are 0.244 and 339 respectively.

human-to-human contact during a strict quarantine.
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(a) β = 0.235, B0 = 3906

(b) β = 0.266, B0 = 420

(c) β = 0.335, B0 = 78

(d) β = 0.263, B0 = 519

Figure 4: Number of active cases and number of deaths in five European
countries. Markers indicate observed data while dashed lines indicate our
model fit. Uncertainty is provided as the 10-90 percentile of 1000 MonteCarlo simulations. Estimated value of the social interaction parameter, β̂,
and estimated number of exposed people in the given country on 15/02/2020
(B0 ).
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Figure 5: Number of active cases in China over time. Markers indicate observed data while the red and green lines are our model fit.

3.1.3

South Korea

The obtained estimate for the social interaction parameter β in the presence of extensive
testing for covid-19 is,
β̂ = 0.027.
(14)
Figure 6 is included to indicate the degree with which the model matches the disease
spread in South Korea over the observed period. The obtained results indicate a 10-fold
reduction in human-to-infected contact when thorough screening is performed. Since the
social interaction parameter of China and Korea are similar, it is concluded that extensive
screening and case isolation is a valid alternative to quarantine. However, to make a
strategy of isolation and back-tracking managable, the number of total infected must be
below a certain treshhold. For the case of Belgium, the virus has already spread beyond the
point where back-tracking and case isolation is manageable. Future research will therefore
focus on how long the "Chinese style" quarantine should be maintained to allow the number
of infected to drop to the point where a "Korean style" back tracking and case isolation
becomes managable. Future work includes splitting the susceptible, exposed and supermild
pools in two new categories: quarantined and non-quarantined. This modeling strategy will
require the definition of an extra parameter to represent the screening efficiency. For now,
the reader of this text can assume that β is the sum of all possible measures, an average of
both screening and quarantine. For the analysis of different scenarios in Belgium, it will be
assumed that βlower, BE = 0.03. It is important that the reader of this text understands that
βlower, BE = 0.03 roughly corresponds to either a "Chinese style" quarantine or a "Korean
14
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style" extensive screening and case isolation.

Figure 6: Number of active cases in South Korea over time. Markers indicate
observed data while the red and green lines are our model fit.
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Scenarios for Belgium
No government action

We apply our model to the case of Belgium with a population of roughly 11.5 million.
Let’s start with ignorant leadership that does not impose any social restrictions, resulting
in the situation shown in figure 7. The virus spreads quickly and infects over 90 % of the
Belgian population by the end of May. With over 40,000 people in need of intensive care
at the height of the epedemic, the Belgian ICU capacity is surpassed by a factor of 21. By
the end of June, most of the Belgian population has become immune to reinfection by the
same virus strain (shown on the left hand side of figure 7). This phenomena is what is
referred to as immunity of the herd.

Figure 7: The predicted outcome if the Belgian government had not imposed
any social restrictions. (left) Number of susceptible, exposed, infected and
immune Belgians as the virus outbreak progresses. (right) Number of patients
in need of intensive care as the virus outbreak progresses. Uncertainty on the
mean model predicition is given as a 10-90 percentile.

3.2.2

Current policy and projection

Next, we apply our model to the current (March 23rd 2020) situation in Belgium. During
the weekend of Friday, March 13th 2020 untill monday March 16th 2020, the Belgian government imposed mild social restrictions by canceling all large events and closing all pubs
and restaurants. We assume this scenario corresponds to the discrete state β1 , where β1 is
16
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assumed equal to 0.20. On monday March 16th 2020 a more strict policy was implemented.
All non essential shops were closed, all forms of gatherings, be it at home or in public are
prohibited and non essential travel is prohibited. The end date of the restrictions is currently set to Friday April 3rd 2020. In our simulations, all policy changes are assumed to
have a latency period of two days.
From figure 9, it can be deduced that the social measures implemented on Monday March
16th slow the virus spread and Belgian ICU capacity should not be surpassed. However, as
soon as measures are lifted on April 3rd 2020, the virus spreads quickly and infects over 90
% of the Belgian population during June. At its peak in July 2020, it is estimated that the
Belgian ICU capacity will still surpassed by a factor of 18. The large secondary outbreak
is caused by the fact that Belgian population has not become sufficiently immune by the
end of government measures (figure 8). Only after the large, second virus outbreak, the
number of immune individuals is sufficiently large to speak of immunity as a herd.

Figure 8: The predicted outcome if Belgian government lifts social restrictions
on April 3rd 2020. (left) Number of susceptible, exposed, infected and immune
Belgians as the virus outbreak progresses. (right) Number of patients in need
of intensive care as the virus outbreak progresses.

3.2.3

On-off strategy and immunisation of the herd

The basic idea of controlling the virus spread is to minimize the extent of measures and in
the meantime avoid the number of critical cases to surpass the number of ICU beds. If this
17
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Figure 9: A closup on the predicted outcome if the Belgian government lifts
social restrictions on April 3rd 2020.

situation is maintained long enough, immunity of the herd can be achieved in a controlled
way. In other words, we need to get the red line in figure 10 (right) as close as possible
to the dashed red line (but preferably keeping it below) and doing this by allowing the
black dashed line to have as high a value as possible (least strict policy). We can play
here by jumping between more and less stringent measures as well as the time window
in between measures. For all on-off strategy simulations, a change in policy can happen
once each month, but this can easily be changed. The initial conditions for all simulations
is the situation in Belgium as of March 20th 2020 (see figure 9). This strategy seems to
work at first sight. However, when alternating between a state of quarantine/extended
screening and increased alertness (β2 = 0.10) for half a year, a vast amount of susceptible
individuals still remains in the population (figure 10, left). As previously illustrated, this
is problematic when relaxing social measures. The figure below (figure 11) shows the same
simulation extended to one year. There still is a severe virus outbreak due to the fact
that still many individuals are susceptible. There is some room for less stringent social
measures in early 2021. Moreover, this could be just the amount of time we need to buy
for a vaccine to become available. Another scenario with yet another sequence of on-off
control with different levels is shown in figure 12. Here we increase β to β1 in early 2021,
but even then it is still needed to impose periods of stricter measures to control the outbreak. From figure 12 (left) it can be seen that the number of people susceptible to the
virus has gradually decayed over time, achieving immunity of the herd by May 2023 and
only surpassing the hospital capacity in a way that will still be manageable if extra beds
are foreseen in the future.
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Figure 10: The predicted outcome if Belgian government imposes alternating
periods of one month βlower and one month β2 . (left) Number of susceptible, exposed, infected and immune Belgians as the virus outbreak progresses.
(right) Number of patients in need of intensive care as the virus outbreak
progresses.

One could now think of a myrad of such scenarios. An on-off strategy is the most rudimentary type of "control". However, in engineering practice, there are much smarter controllers
available. So, let us explore how we could use one of them, called model predictive control.

3.3
3.3.1

Model Predictive Control (MPC)
Optimal measures over time using MPC: current policy and projection

The figure below shows the optimal control sequence, i.e. the sequence in time of β values
to be imposed on the system to control the critical cases just below the number of ICUs
for the prediction horizon (here chosen until June 2020). To compute this sequence, the
controller uses the model and optimizes an objective function by checking a multitude of
different β-sequences. Here, we opted for only allowing updates of β every week to keep the
optimization problem reasonable. This could be relaxed depending on how frequently the
government would want to update the measures. In this demonstration, we only included
the deviation from the setpoint in the cost function, i.e. deviation between critical cases
(red line) and ICU (dashed red line). One can observe that the criterion of keeping the red
line below the dashed line over the prediction horizon is met and that the policy sequence
19
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Figure 11: The predicted outcome if Belgian government imposes alternating
periods of one month βlower and one month β2 for one year and then relaxes
social measures back to business-as-usual (βupper ). (left) Number of susceptible, exposed, infected and immune Belgians as the virus outbreak progresses.
(right) Number of patients in need of intensive care as the virus outbreak
progresses.

allows different levels, though automatically anticipating when to reduce again to avoid
overshoots that could harm the health care system.
The question then arises on how to translate this β sequence into actual measures. We
observe that we can relax more and for longer times on measures. Moreover, when we
get the number of infected individuals after the first quarantine below a certain level, the
South-Korea approach of extensive screening becomes an alternative option for quarantine.
The jumping between other levels can then be seen as a combination of restrictions and
a different level of screening. This highlights a shortcoming of the current model that
actually lumps different types of action in a single parameter, whereas, in reality, they
represent different approaches. The Chinese approach imposes a quarantine on the susceptibles, whereas the South-Korean approach imposes it for infected individuals. It would
be stronger if the model would include more states and have both strategies expressed by
different parameters. We will explore this route further, but for now, we just wanted to
introduce the concept of coupling an advanced controller to the current SEIR models and
demonstrate its potential on top of just using a prediction model.
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Figure 12: The predicted outcome if Belgian government imposes alternating
periods of one month βlower and one month β2 for one year. Then the policy
switches to alternating periods of one month βlower and one month β1 for one
year. (left) Number of susceptible, exposed, infected and immune Belgians as
the virus outbreak progresses. (right) Number of patients in need of intensive
care as the virus outbreak progresses.

As a matter of demonstration, we tested the impact of increasing the number of ICUs. As
can be observed, this does not severely alter the β-sequence retrieved. However, from the
left figure, one can observe a little faster decrease of the susceptible fraction of the population, which means that by steering towards maximum ICU occupation, we are going faster
into the direction of herd immunity. However, this approach may be infeasible because it
does not account for health care practitioners getting sick.
As a final note, we want to stress that the MBPC approach has the flexibility to include
other criteria in the objective function. One could, for example, include the economic costs
of certain policies (i.e. set of measures) and account for this in the optimization. This
allows for balancing with the economic cost and one can use weights to vary the priorities.
Hence, such a control is an elegant way to optimize the situation in a customized fashion
using the power of a predictive model and multicriteria optimal control.
3.3.2

Proposed continued use of the tools

The section above illustrates that not only the fresh data obtained every day can be used to
confirm or recalibrate our model, but on top of that an algorithm can determine what the
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Figure 13

Figure 14

best measure should be and how we can anticipate its effect on virus spread. The generic
workflow detailed in figure 15 could be adopted. After determining the upper (onset with
no measures) and lower (extreme measures such as quarantine or excessive testing) bound
for the social interaction parameter β, and after discretising β into some intermediate values, a target should be set. The target can be to maximally use the available ICU capacity
to achieve a swift immunisation of the herd or alternatively an economic cost/benefit function. Based on the current situation, the controller will determine the optimal sequence of
22
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social measures β over the control horizon with respect to the defined target. The policy
is then implemented over a certain time, here we used one week. After one week new
data on the virus spread has become available which can be used to recalibrate the model,
making it more accurate. Using the new data of the virus outbreak, the controller will
then determine a new optimal sequence of social measures β which can be implemented
for the following week.

Figure 15: Proposed use of MPC to control the spread of an infectious disease.
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